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QUESTION 1

A video streaming company uses SLB to distribute user requests to 30 ECS instances (the 30 ECS instances have the
same configuration). Yet, the company finds that the service traffic soars dramatically every night from 20:00 to 02:00.
According to their calculation, the evening traffic is 100% higher than the traffic in other periods of time. To properly
respond to user requests, which of the following methods is most preferred from the perspective of cost and
implementation simplicity? 

A. Configure Auto Scaling appropriately to automatically add or reduce ECS instances. 

B. Manually create 30 ECS instances using the custom image, and then add them to SLB every night before 20:00 and
remove them after 02:00. 

C. Create 30 ECS instances based on the custom image and add them to SLB. Then, configure weights for these ECS
instances to respond to user requests every night from 20:00 to 02:00, and reset those weights to zero for other periods
of time. 

D. Configure Auto Scaling appropriately to automatically upgrade/downgrade the ECS instances. 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://www.alibabacloud.com/product/auto-scaling 

 

QUESTION 2

Alibaba Cloud Monitor service stems from years of experience of server monitoring technology in Alibaba group,
leveraging the powerful data analysis capability of Alibaba cloud computing platform to provide monitoring service for
various clients\\' applications and servers. A user receives an alert saying that the IOPS utilization rate for an ECS
instance exceeds 80%. Yet, he/she is not sure how to handle the situation, the user may obtain help from Alibaba Cloud
through the below methods ____________________? (Choose three.) 

A. Check ECS or CloudMonitor product documents. 

B. Open a ticket to Alibaba Cloud help desk. 

C. Look for answers in Alibaba Cloud forum. 

D. You cannot obtain any help from Alibaba Cloud. 

Correct Answer: ABC 

 

QUESTION 3

www.company.com is a newly launched social portal for exchanging automotive information. The portal is based on
PHP, including 10GB of images, and some JavaScripts files. Currently one single ECS instance is used to host all the
application content as well as a MySQL database. With the growing number of users, the portal is getting slower to load
images or respond to user requests. Moreover, there will be additional 50GB image content uploaded to the portal every
week. Which combination of Alibaba Cloud services below can help resolve the storage and performance issue at the
same time? 

A. OSS + CDN combination 
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B. OSS + MTS combination 

C. OSS + RDS combination 

D. OSS + ECS combination 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

A/An _________________ is a copy of data on a disk at a certain point in time. 

A. image 

B. snapshot 

C. template 

D. EIP 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

Auto Scaling can automatically remove unhealthy ECS instances from the scaling group (this feature is called Elastic
Self-Health). Yet, after removal, the user has to manually add equivalent amount of new ECS instances back to the
scaling group. 

A. TRUE 

B. FALSE 

Correct Answer: A 
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